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Recap of Objectives

- Promote Open Standards in Humanitarian Domain
  - Open Spec, Open Community, Open Source
- Adoption of Interop Standards into Sahana projects
  - EDXL, PFIF, CAP, OGC GIS
- Integrated Response Readiness with Partners for Disaster Incidents
  - Google, UN OCHA, Red Cross, inter-Sahana
Events

- Interop Workshop
  - Portugal: Interop testing on PFIF
- Crisis Commons Missing person summit
  - May: Paris and Dec: NYC
- Red Cross
  - PFIF interop between Versuvius + PL + PF
- Participation in EDXL standards
  - EDXL-DE 2.0, TEP, TEC
Integration with Freedom Phone
- Interactive Voice Response (IVR)

Zimbabwe study on EDXL, SITREP & CAP
- Lessons learned on voice recognition for non-english languages

Standards adoption in our main code bases

http://wiki.sahanafoundation.org/doku.php/standards:interop_adoption
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Next Steps?

- Hand over to the next chair

Tentative Next Steps:

- Work on UN OCHA HXL
- Further support of EDXL standards in OASIS
- Improve Virtual Interop Workshop Process
- More Sahana Eden 2 Sahana Agasti interop
- Integrated Response Readiness with Partners